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The mission of Houston Graduate School of Theology is empowering spiritual leadership  

through the intellectual, spiritual, and vocational development of men and women  

in order to advance the gospel of Jesus Christ throughout the world. 

 

 

EM 851 Cultural Contexts of Ministry (3 credit hours) 

January 2020 

 

Required EM 851 Texts: 

Emerson, Michael O., and George Yancey. Transcending Racial Barriers: Toward a Mutual 

Obligations Approach. New York: Oxford University Press, 2010.  

 

Livermore, David A. Cultural Intelligence: Improving Your CQ to Engage our Multicultural 

World. Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2009.  

 

Rah, Soong-Chan. Prophetic Lament: A Call for Justice in Troubled Times. Downers Grove: 

InterVarsity Press, 2015.  

 

Sherman, Amy L. Kingdom Calling: Vocational Stewardship for the Common Good. Downers 

Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2011.  

 

Various articles and chapters (available as handouts on the first day of class): 

 

Grusky, David B., and Szonja Szelényi, eds. The Inequality Reader: Contemporary and 

Foundational Readings in Race, Class, and Gender (Second Edition). Boulder, CO: 

Westview, 2011. 

  

Marger, Martin N. Social Inequality: Patterns and Processes (Sixth Edition). New York: 

McGraw Hill, 2014.  

  

Course Description:  

This interdisciplinary course guides students through a critical reflection process 

designed to equip Christian leaders to address racial alienation and problems caused by social 

inequalities. According to a 2019 Pew Research report, “about six-in-ten Americans (58%) say 

race relations in the U.S. are bad, and of those, few see them improving.”1 Since the 2000 release 

of Emerson and Smith’s seminal work, Divided by Faith, scholars and seminarians have 

exhibited renewed interest in the social analysis of evangelical Christian culture with regard to 

race relations. People remain divided on how to address “race” problems; therefore, Christian 

leaders need to understand the historical context, sociological reality, and philosophical 

influences that shape both North American and evangelical Christian cultures. The course uses 

                                                           
1. Juliana Menasce Horowitz, Anna Brown, and Kiana Cox. “Race in America 2019,” Pew Research 

Center. Accessed 9/23/2019 https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2019/04/09/race-in-america-2019/  
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socio-cultural exegesis to help students engage in biblical and theological reflection and to 

initiate ministry practices that develop ethical, culturally intelligent, Christian communities 

capable of addressing racial alienation and systemic social inequalities. 

 

Student Learning Outcomes:  

By the conclusion of this course, students will be able to do the following: 

1. Assess the extent to which past and present socializing agents shape self-perception and 

influence how to regard Others.2 (Post-Seminar Assignment1)  

2. Develop biblical, theological, sociological, and historical frameworks that shape one’s 

understanding of intercultural ministry practice. (Pre-Seminar Essay. Post-Seminar 

Assignments 2-3)  

3. Develop strategies to incorporate principles from cultural intelligence and one’s 

vocational theology into pastoral identity and spiritual formation for intercultural 

ministry. (Post-Seminar Assignments 2-3) 

4. Create a strategy and an implementation plan for use in intercultural ministry in a specific 

geographic and cultural location. (Post-Seminar Assignments 2-3) 

 

Pre-seminar Assignment: Executive Summaries Due Friday, January 10, 2020 

 

Submit papers to Dr. Kena via the following email address: kwasi.kena@indwes.edu 

1. Read Cultural Intelligence (Complete the cultural intelligence self-assessment in 

Appendix B. Keep track of the score for use in post-seminar essay one). 

2. Read Transcending Racial Barriers. 

3. Read Prophetic Lament. 

4. Read the OT book of Lamentations. 

5. Do a topical search in Kingdom Calling to develop a rudimentary understanding of the 

following terms and concepts: Tsaddiqim, flourishing, vocational stewardship, integration 

of faith and work, and the four pathways of vocational stewardship. 

6. Prepare executive summaries for two of the first three books listed above (see Appendix I 

for the format). Executive summaries are worth up to 100 points each (200 points 

max).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2. The term “Other” is intentionally capitalized in keeping with the convention used by David Livermore in 

Cultural Intelligence. In that text, “Other” refers to “those coming from a different cultural context, be it a 

socioethnic culture, and organizational culture, or a generational culture.” David Livermore, Cultural Intelligence: 

Improving your CQ to Engage Our Multicultural World (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007), 15.   

mailto:kwasi.kena@indwes.edu
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Course Schedule: 

Full attendance and participation are expected (25 points per day max). 

 

Monday 

I. Class Introduction 

II. Cultural Intelligence 

A. Knowledge CQ 

a. “WHOAMI?” Exploring our cultural identities  

b. Socialization—a process worth examining 

c. “Mirrors and Windows”—education’s curricular influences 

B. Interpretive CQ (Metacognition) 

a. What is culture? 

i. Social analysis—national culture (“American”) 

ii. Social analysis—evangelical Christian culture 

b. Attribution Theory 

c. Nurturing Awareness—models & strategies  

d. Perceptions  

C. Perseverance CQ – From desire to effective expressions of love 

a. Preparation—The anticipatory socialization process 

b. Mentors  

D. Behavioral CQ 

a. Adjustment—what is appropriate? 

b. Summary of cultural intelligence process 

c. Creative Application of Content--brainstorming  

III. Introduction to Theories of Class and Social Inequalities 

a. Marx’s Theory of Social Inequality 

b. Weber: The Inevitability of Inequality 

c. The American Class System 

d. Systems of Stratification 

 

Homework: You will be given two of the proposed solutions to racial alienation presented in 

Transcending Racial Barriers. Study them sufficiently to defend the two positions in a debate on 

Wednesday.  

 

Tuesday  

I. Prophetic Lament  

a. The Necessity of Lament  

b. The Genre of Lament  

c. Lamentations in Context  

d. Evangelical Toolkit  

e. Evangelical Christian culture – core beliefs  

II. The Northern U.S. Slave Trade  

a. Lament as a Plausible Response  

b. Telling the Untold Stories  

c. Which Voices at the Theological Roundtable?  

d. Lament as Preparation for Reconciliation 
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Overnight Journal Opportunity: Write responses to the documentary you viewed in class. What 

from it was most provocative? In what ways has this documentary reframed your thoughts? In 

what ways might your ministry practice be influenced by this learning experience?  

 

Wednesday  

I. Debrief Documentary 

II. Transcending Racial Barriers and Kingdom Calling 

III. Debate Racial Alienation Solutions 

IV. Ethical Responses to Racial/Social Inequalities 

a. Mutual Obligation 

b. Vocational Stewardship  

V. Course Summary 

VI. Final Paper Instructions and Wrap Up 

  

Seminar Journal Assignments (Honor System) 

Students are encouraged to keep a running journal in which they process the extent to which the 

course content is provoking new thought, challenging existing beliefs, and generating fresh ideas 

for ministry praxis. The aim of the journal is to track personal transformation. These are “for the 

student’s eyes only.” The journals will not be collected. The professor will allow structured times 

for journaling each day. 25 points max 

 

Post-Seminar Assignments: Due March 16, 2020 

1. Write two informal essays, 3-4 pages each (750 to 1000 word). 

A. Essay One: Retake the cultural intelligence self-assessment in Appendix B of Cultural 

Intelligence. Note any changes in score results. Share why you believe your scores did 

or did not change (1 page). Then, reflect on the following: Assess the extent to which 

past and present socializing agents shape your self-perception and influence how you 

regard Others (2-3 pages). Total essay length 3-4 pages.  

B. Essay Two: Reflect on an issue or topic raised during the on-site lectures that was 

most formative for you. Use the “what (key points), so what (implications), now what 

(ministry application)” construct to organize your paper. (3-4 pages) 

Essays are 100 points each max. (200 max points total)  

2. Read additional texts as needed for your final paper. You may draw from your 

bibliography or submit a list of texts to your professor. 

3. Write an 18- to 20-page (5000-word max) final research paper (see Appendix III for the 

format). Submit the final paper via www.turnitin.com which checks for originality and 

style (500 points max). 

 

Student Workload Expectations: (Total – 150 hours) 

Class time – 18 hours 

Reading – 44 hours 

Executive Summaries and Essays – 18 hours 

Final paper – 70 hours 
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Course Grading Scale: “A” represents excellent work in all categories (fulfillment of 

assignment, writing and formatting, and doctoral level content); “B” represents good work in all 

categories; anything below a “B-” is considered below doctoral level.  

A  980-1000   C+ 840-859 

A-  940-979   C 800-839 

B+  920-939   C- 780-799 

B  890-919   D 700-779 

B-  860-889   F 0-699 

 

 Classroom-Related Academic Policies 

A.  Work is expected on the due date. Late papers will receive no less than a one-letter grade 

reduction. 

B. Turnitin.com  

1.  Assignments may require submission to www.turnitin.com to check for originality 

and style. The assignments that are required for submission will be described in the 

syllabus.  

2. Students will create an account at www.turnitin.com. After doing so, the student will 

join the course page with the code and password supplied by the instructor. A list of 

assignments and due dates will be available on the course page.  

3. Students will submit assignments by the due date and time and will be required to 

submit the assignments in a hard copy format as well. 

C. Electronic Equipment Usage in Classrooms 

It is expected that students will use technology (cell phones, laptop computers, iPads, 

etc.) during classes only for the purposes of class work. Therefore, students should turn 

off cell phones and refrain from texting and using laptop computers during classes except 

for the purposes of taking notes or doing research specifically authorized by the course 

instructor. Students who have emergency needs not covered by this policy must ask for 

an exception from the course instructor.  

D.  Review the Academic Catalog for requirements regarding Incompletes and Plagiarism 

issues. For more information on Library Services, please download the Library 

Handbook from the HGST website. 

 

Doctor of Ministry Policies: (find the full listing of DMin Policies in the HGST Academic 

Catalog, pages 28ff) 

A. Assignments 

Students in the DMin program will read, research, study, experience, and evaluate 

applied theology and personal spiritual concepts. This degree promotes research on vital 

issues affecting the quality of life in faith communities as well as the development of new 

approaches, strategies, and styles of ministry in a wide variety of institutional and cultural 

settings. The resulting learning process equips the student for critical evaluation in the 

context and practice of ministry and fosters an integration of theory and effective pastoral 

practice with a view toward transforming communities. 

Pre-seminar assignments are due no later than the course start date. Students are 

encouraged, however, to bring all written assignments the first day of the seminar week. 

Students, with missing pre-seminar assignments, may be dropped from those sections of 
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the seminar, may not be permitted to attend those sections, and may receive a failing 

grade for those sections.  

Students should expect approximately 2,000 pages of reading each semester. It is 

expected that the books will be acquired and that the reading assignments will be 

completed in order that candidates may be exposed to the material prior to the seminar. 

Post-seminar written assignments are to be submitted within ninety days after the 

session ends, at prescribed deadlines. Assignments should be emailed directly to 

professors on or before the due date. Competence will be demonstrated through creative 

projects and papers, which apply professional experience in connection with course 

content. These assignments will demonstrate an understanding of the writing skills 

required for the doctoral level and of the subject matter, bibliography, theory, and 

methodology covered in the seminar. 

Written work will follow the prescribed HGST/Turabian style and should meet the 

deadlines required in each course syllabus. Grades will reflect the meeting of these 

criteria as well as the content.  

Students are encouraged to email copies of completed assignments to the Director and 

to keep hard copies and external digital copies on file to protect work from being lost due 

to a computer malfunction. Graded papers are usually available for pick up at the 

following seminar unless they are returned via email. 

Written assignments for Project and Practicum completion are described and 

delineated in the “Project and Practicum Manual,” which is available via the website. The 

Manual also includes deadlines for Project and Practicum Report completion and all pre-

graduation deadlines. 

 

B. Extensions and Incomplete Grade Policy 

Seminar assignments are to be completed and mailed or emailed on or before the 

established due date. However, upon receiving a completed Extension Request Form and 

payment of $50 per professor, a thirty-day extension (one for each professor) may be 

granted by the DMin Office. The extension request should be received before the original 

due date. The professor shall reduce the grade by at least one-half letter grade. Work 

postmarked after the due date or the one-time thirty-day extension due date is subject to a 

minimum one letter grade reduction. No class work will be accepted after the close of the 

semester (except for previously granted 30-day extensions), a grade of “F” will be given, 

and the semester will have to be repeated for credit. The student will be placed on 

Academic Probation at that time until a cumulative GPA of no less than a B average is 

earned during the next semester. 

The student will be given one opportunity to make up a failed seminar section, either 

the next time it is offered or through make-up work, to receive an acceptable grade and 

raise the overall GPA to an acceptable score. In order for the GPA to move to an 

acceptable score, the Academic Office may replace the “F” with an “NCF” so that the 

make-up work will count appropriately. If the student does not make up the section 

during the timeframe noted above, the grade will be remain an “F,” the failing grade will 

appear on his or her transcript, Academic Stop will go into effect, and the student’s file 

will be sent to the DMin Oversight Committee with recommended action. 
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Notes for Writing Assignments: All “formal, academic” writing assignments must conform to 

Kate Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, 9th Edition. 

This includes matters of style and format. Certain assignments may be less formal, and students 

will follow the professor’s instructions for those assignments. 

For formal, academic writing, the instructor requires the use of footnotes for 

documentation when more than one resource is cited. The student should number pages. 

According to Turabian, page numbers should be in the upper right hand corner, except on 

pages with major headings (titles). Margins should be one inch on all four sides, except 

where major headings (titles) require a two-inch top margin. All students should utilize 12-

point Times New Roman font throughout. The instructor prefers that the student not use 

presentation or report binders or folders. He prefers electronic submission of papers in Word 

doc or rich text format.  

Critical, or formal, writing differs from colloquial writing or spoken English at several 

points. The student should note the following guidelines for critical writing. The instructor 

expects students to follow these guidelines strictly for academic-style assignments. Failure to 

do so will be penalized.  

o Avoid 1st or 2nd person references (“I,” “we,” or “you”). Keep the written projects 

objective and professional. Remember that imperative forms are second person.  

o Never use contractions. 

o Avoid passive voice construction (i.e., The student should write “God chose Joshua” 

rather than “Joshua was chosen by God.”). Some exceptions are necessary, but 

limiting the use of passive voice is a good policy. 

o Be sure that number and tense always agree (i.e., Do not write in one place that 

“Brueggemann argues . . .” and at another place “Brueggemann argued . . .”). 

Subject-verb agreement is imperative.  

o Spellcheck! Spellcheck! Spellcheck! Grammar check works as well! 

o Pronouns should have clear antecedents. Avoiding “it is” and “there is” in the paper 

removes much of the ambiguity of pronoun usage.  

o Sentence fragments are unacceptable. Every sentence must have a subject and a 

predicate. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yogXJl9H9z0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHKtDoKoD80&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHKtDoKoD80&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JojNNniUs0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JojNNniUs0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mEkMy1KNW0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mEkMy1KNW0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClY7RoHsTKY&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClY7RoHsTKY&feature=relmfu
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Appendix I 

Format for Executive Summary/Reflection Papers 

 

Use this format for the executive summaries. Place your name and email in the upper right-hand 

corner of the first page. Do not make a separate cover page. Paper should be about 4-pages 

(1,000 words), double-spaced, and use standard margins. (100 points max) 
 

This assignment should be in two parts. The first part should follow the template below and be 

an executive summary. The second part should be a 400- to 500-word reflection/reaction to the 

book(s). Do not summarize the book in the second part (that is what the executive summary is 

for). I want to hear your reactions, thoughts, questions, implications, etc. How is the content 

shaping your thoughts, beliefs, and behaviors in your personal Christian walk and in the ways 

you conceptualize and conduct ministry practice? Dialogue with the book, analyze it, critique it, 

interrogate it. Put your mental conversation with the book in part two for me to see.   

 

Here is an example of part one to use as a template for your executive summary. Think of this as 

a summary you would give your boss or a colleague so they would not have to read the whole 

book. Reading your executive summary should give them 90% of the benefit of the book. 

 

 

Part One 

Executive Summary Template 

 

The Restructuring of American Religion: Society and Faith since World War II MDIV500 

By Robert Wuthnow         NAME 

© 1988, Princeton, N.J.  Princeton University Press. ISBN 0-691-02057-4  EMAIL 

 

Chapter Titles and Mini-Summaries (just copy from the table of contents…then write a few 

sentences describing/summarizing each chapter.) 

 

Book Summary: (200-300 words. The following example is 271 words. Summarizing the book 

is easy after you have summarized the chapters.)  

Robert Wuthnow’s book, published in 1988, lays out the how and why of America’s 

religious restructuring.  Wuthnow shows how following WWII protestant middle-class religious 

life was organized around denominational lines.  Having left the fundamentalist/modernist 

controversies of the twenties and thirties Protestants were experiencing a tentative consensus in 

the years after the war.  Contentions existed but did not take center stage where evangelism and 

growth efforts were underway. 

While mainline denominations like the Methodists, Episcopalians, and Presbyterians held 

sway other more peripheral denominations began to grow.  In the sixties, the restructuring began 

to become visible.  Denominationalism began to decline as the most significant symbolic border 
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between Christians and the “great divide” between liberals and conservatives became a more 

significant a border in all denominations. This liberalism and conservatism was both religious 

and political. By the seventies, evangelicals had fully emerged and began to play a more crucial 

role in American religious and political life.   

Besides some theological debates other public/private political issues and contemporary 

social and economic forces played significant roles in the sixties realignment. While Wuthnow 

recognizes the agency of religious groups and their members though his general approach is to 

show how external factors were key to the religious restructuring. He presumes that religion is 

enmeshed in the web of broader forces.   

Wuthnow points to the rise of higher education, the welfare state, the U.S. economy, and 

the technological society as key catalyst in addition to the typical struggles of the sixties.  He 

also notes the rise of numerous (800 by one count) religious “special purpose groups” which 

align themselves across from each other on the liberal conservative fault line.   

 

Key Ideas: Write out the thesis and 5-10 key ideas/insights from the book. These are the golden 

nuggets of this book. The ideas/lessons that you think are most valuable/interesting from this 

book.  

Adapted from  Keith Drury’s Book Review Template 

 

 

Part Two 

Reflection/Reaction 

 

The second part should be a 400-500 word reflection/reaction to the book(s).  Dialogue with 

the book, analyze it, critique it, interrogate it.   

 

 

What is a Thesis? 

 A thesis statement is a one-sentence claim usually included somewhere in the 

introduction or the opening section of a book or a paper. This claim is the underlying theme that 

the author (either yourself if you are writing or another if you are reviewing someone else’s 

work) wishes to support throughout the writing. It is what is demonstrated throughout the work. 

You should be able to state the thesis statement bluntly and clearly. For example – “The thesis of 

this book is that Western worldview assumptions have reduced Scripture to a book of 

propositional truths rather than relational redemption and wholeness through the mission of 

God.”   

 A thesis statement is not the same as the purpose of the writing. Terms such as 

“understand, explore, investigate, examine, look into” indicate statements of purpose, and are 

therefore not thesis statements. For example, “This book investigates the influence of 

contemporary music upon styles of evangelical worship” would be a purpose rather than a thesis 

statement. The thesis is a statement that stands on its own and is waiting to be proven by the 

remainder of the writing such as, “The thesis of this article is that the recent inclusion of ethnic 

minority churches has caused the Evangelical Covenant denomination to be among the fastest 

growing in North America.” It is an important skill to be able to find the purpose statement in 

someone else’s writing as well as to be able to state a thesis statement in your own work clearly.    
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Appendix II 

Post-Seminar Essay Assignments 

 

Write two essays, 3-4 pages each (750 to 1000 words). 100 points each max – 200 max points 

total.  

 

1. Essay One: Retake the cultural intelligence self-assessment in Appendix B of Cultural 

Intelligence. Note any changes in score results. Share why you believe your scores did or did 

not change (1 page). Then, reflect on the following: Assess the extent to which past and 

present socializing agents shape your self-perception and influence how you regard Others 

(2-3 pages). Total essay length 3-4 pages.  

 

2. Essay Two: Reflect on an issue or topic raised during the on-site lectures that was most 

formative for you. Use the “what (key points), so what (implications), now what (ministry 

application)” construct to organize your paper. (3-4 pages) 

 

Grading Rubric:  

Employ the “what (key points), so what (implications), now what (ministry application)” 

construct to craft your informal essays. Write in first person; a primary assignment aim is to 

evaluate the extent of your personal formation. The paper should accomplish the following: 

demonstrate comprehension of the topic in question, assess the implications of that topic for your 

ministry practice, and articulate your ability to translate theory and content into concrete ministry 

practice. 

- What? - Provides an adequate summary introduction and background analysis of the topic 

under discussion; such as, key claims, supporting content, summary of positions, 

conclusions. (30 points) 

- So What? - Provides cogent assessment of the implications of the topic discussed. For 

example, how did the discussion shape your thoughts about yourself, about Others, about 

your theological beliefs, or your ministry practices? (35 points) 

- Now What? - Provides insight into practical application for your ministry context. In 

short, what from your assessment of the discussion will you incorporate in your ministry 

practice? (30 points) 

- The essay is well-written and interesting. (5 points) 

 

 

Appendix III 

Final Paper 

 

Write an 18- to 20-page final research paper on your theology of culturally intelligent ministry 

for your contemporary ministry context (500 points max). The final paper should summarize 

key insights from the course material (lectures, readings, media, supplemental reading). The 

paper should demonstrate the following competencies: 

• the ability to describe your ministry context (both local church and surrounding 

community) using socio-cultural analytical tools offered in the course. (100 

points max) 
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• the ability to develop a biblical, theological, sociological, and historical 

framework that informs your ministry practice in your specific context. (200 

points max) 

• the ability to apply principles from mutual obligation, vocational stewardship, 

cultural intelligence, and prophetic lament to form ethical, culturally intelligent 

communities able to address systemic social inequalities. (200 points max)  

 

 

 

 


